
    
   

 
 
 

    

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Joe Pilgrim is a charismatic singer with a singular and 
melodious voice, and he has been a player of the Reggae and 
Dub scene since 2005. His energy, his spiritual sensitiveness 
and his humanity make him an authentic and endearing figure. 
Born in France of Beninese parents in 1981, Joe Pilgrim grows up in 
a large and pious family in the Lyon countryside and he begins to 
sing in church very early. In high school, Joe Pilgrim is fascinated by 
drama, he starts learning guitar and he initiates to Reggae music. 
He takes an interest to Jamaican music, and in particular to the 
singer Joseph Hill from the band Culture, then The Abyssinians and 
it is these songs of praise that touch him. He gets a musical ear by 
listening others musical styles like Calypso, Soul, Amerindian songs 
or even Flamenco. 
 
Affected by the horror and the neoliberal system paradox, Joe 
Pilgrim wants to throw himself into humanitarian cause, lead by his 
spirituality. Two years after getting the baccalaureate, he decides to 
put a lot into music and especially into Reggae. He learns to sing 
the Reggae accompanying the singer Sébastien Cohendet's on 
second voice with  Roots and Rocksteady Jamaican classics from 
 the 70's. Then Joe Pilgrim composes his first melodies and lyrics, in English because he wants to reach many 
people. He sings in Lyon streets where he acquires his own identity. This is also where he attracts the attention of 
Pilah, who helps him to take his first steps into Dub Sound System world. Thus, he becomes the main singer of 
Dub Addict Sound System. 
 
He records his first vinyl in 2007 with Roots Massacre who is also a member of Dub Addict crew. All along the 
meetings, Joe Pilgrim collaborates with a lot of French Dub producers like Don Dino from High Tone, Kanka or 
also Panda Dub. As Dub has no boundary, he has been exported out of France, such as with the Canadian 
Dubmatix or the Italians Dub Defender. Thus, he  appears in a lot of vinyls and albums records. We can also see 
him planned in more and more Dub parties. Continuing to compose for himself, Joe Pilgrim sets up a band called 
Inner Rose, with who he releases the song « Rise up » in 12-inch vinyl. They win the Garance Reggae Festival 
springboard in 2013 and play on the main stage, but the band will split in 2014. Joe Pilgrim is also for a while one 
of the singer of the Reegae band called The Wounded Lions with who he releases a Maxi and plays almost twenty 
gigs in Rhône-Alpes French area. It is with the great album « Mellowmoon », in collaboration with the French 
producer Mayd Hubb, that Joe Pilgrim reveals himself to a larger audience. 
 

JOE PILGRIM & THE LIGERIANS « Intuitions » 
www.iwelcom.tv 

http://dibyz-music.com/reggae/joe-pilgrim/ 
www.facebook.com/joepilgrimligerians 

https://soundcloud.com/joe-pilgrim-ligerians 
www.youtube.com/channel/UC4Qsttx_Hf-gyb-1DtwT0rw 

 

RELEASE-DATE : 20TH OF NOVEMBER 2015 
 

ROOTS REGGAE 
TRACKLISTING 

 

01 – Go Down The River 
02 – Open The Gate 

03 – Forward 
04 – Lion 

05 – Travel in Babylon 
06 – Burn Fire 

07 – Holy Light (Acoustic Version) 
08 -  Night & Day 

09 – Blessing Light  
10 – Blind Civilization 

11 – Like The Sun 
12 – Ancient Tribes 

 

 
His first album under the name Joe Pilgrim will be released on November 16th 2015. He is 
accompagnied with the musicians from The Ligerians to create 12 bespoke Roots songs of 
the album "Intuitions". Since the beginning of his mission, Joe Pilgrim has an average of 
30 to 40 gigs per year and he has not finished to get himself talked about... Listen it ! 

 
 

ALBUM « INTUITIONS » 
The album « Intuition », composed and arranged by Alexandre Tarpinian and Gabriel Bouillon, is the reflection of 
the music from the band: The Ligerians. Once again, the recognizable sound of the SoulNurse label and studio 
has best served the voice and message of Joe Pilgrim. From the instrumental production to the mixing has 
emerged a powerful and profound music. Its rich and warm sounds are almost like a transe for the singer and 
listener. For this occasion, the two arrangers have surrounded themselves with several traditional musicians to 
give a more distinguished character and colors to some tracks. We can thus hear the sound of cello on Holy light, 
an acoustic version of a song already released two years ago in the album “Mellowmoon” with the Dub producer 
Mayd hubb. 
 
On the song Burn fire, the violins and alto lay a bed for the voice of Joe Pilgrim. Finally, a horn section made of a 
saxophone, trombone and trumpet players reinforce and bring colors to the sound of The Ligerians on many 
tracks: Open the gate, Lion, Holy light, Forward and Blind Civilization. If some of the songs  openly express the 
influences of the band such as Midnite (Ancient Tribes), Israel Vibration (Go down the river) or the Wailers (Travel 
in Babylon), this album assumes and holds nevertheless a clear maturity through the musical identity of The 
Ligerians and the SoulNurse Studio. 
 
From the beginning of the human history, dreams, intuitions and visions have guided our species throughout the 
twists and turns of space and time (Forward). They represent the links connecting us to the invisible part of our 
nature. There was a time where human beings had an identical vision and worshiped the same creative Power 
known as the Divine Mother (Night and day). Disconnected from their ancestral lands by multinationals or 
tyrannical governments, entire populations of ancient wisdom have been dispelled and dispersed (Go down the 
river). This has led to migratory flows becoming more and more intense and to a loss of wise models which 
consequences are visible in the Western world.  
 
The Album “Intuitions” is a message addressed to the developed countries asking them to remember how their 
ancestors lived and inviting them to recognise the common origin of all nations. It is also a message sent to the 
world on its way to mutation where each individual has to connect with its essence again through their dreams and 
intuitions. This, at the risk of seeing the species disappear from the surface of the planet like all the others that 
have failed to adapt (Open the gate). Submerged by the veils of ignorance, pride and fear, the Human has to go 
from the individualism to a more collective dimension (Burn Fire). In this, Intuitions tries to meet the message of 
all wisdoms inviting people to awake their fundamental nature (Ancient Tribes). Some will judge its utopian or 
idealistic vision however, the current times are pushing us to look at our condition from a different perspective and 
to wish to all individuals living in a decadent society to become aware of the subtle and fundamental aspects of our 
life on Earth (Open the Gate). 
 
We are at an historical crossing where men and women have to find Unity again within a unified spirit, humanist 
values and with respect to the differences (Blind Civilisation). 
 

VIDEO : Joe Pilgrim & The Ligerians « Lion » 
https://youtu.be/1ea8b1xWcbk 

 

 
 

Prises de son et mixage : Gabriel Bouillon et Fabien Chhel / Mastering : Pierre-Henri Demel @ ODN Mastering 
Management : joepilgrimligerians@gmail.com  

 


